
From: Barry Faber
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 12:48 PM
To: Tamy Wagner <Tlwagner(5>sbgtv.com>
Subject: RE: IMMEDIATE ATTENTION: Cease And Desist Principles First TV Ad

Station may continue to run the ad. Let both parties know and place all materials, including a notation of
this decision, in the public file. Thanks.

Tamy Wagner
General Manager
KECI

Missoula MT 59802
F: (406)542.1606

MONTANA B R O A D C A S T C R O U P

From: Kendall Cotton [mailto:kendali@mattformontana.com1
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 9:58 AM
To: Tamy Wagner <Tlwagner@sbRtv.com>
Cc: Shane <shane@mattformontana.com>
Subject: IMMEDIATE ATTENTION: Cease And Desist Principles First TV Ad

Dear Ms. Wagner,

Please find attached a letter requiring your immediate action regarding an advertisement from
Principles First PAC containing false and blatantly misrepresented information about Matt Rosendale's
Montana residency that is to be broadcast on your station.

We respectfully demand that your network refuse to air this false advertisement, and detail the
reasoning for our demand in the attached letter from our legal representation.

Accompanying the letter from our legal representation is another letter from the Atlantic Title Group,
the company referenced in Principles First PAC's Advertisement, which clearly states that they
mistakenly sent Mr. Rosendale the wrong form and the Rosendales did not check any boxes relating to
residency, as the advertisement falsely claims.

Additionally, this article by the Helena Independent Record further details the facts of the situation
referenced by Principles First PAC's advertisement, which clearly shows the claims of the advertisement
to be false and inaccurate.

We respectfully demand your immediate action to remedy this situation with your refusal to air
Principles First PAC's advertisement.

Regards,



Kendall Cotton
Campaign Manager
Matt Rosendale for Montana
kendall@mattformontana.coin
(406)763-1234



FACT CHECK: Title Co. Admits Fault, Rosendale's Did NOT Check Maryland Residency Box

"Matt Rosendale ... signing legal documents
affirming he's a Maryland citizen."

(Principles First. 05/21/2018}

FACT: Title Co. Sends Letter Admitting They Sent Wrong Form,
Rosendale's Did NOT Check the Maryland Residence Box.

Title Co. Sends Letter Admitting Fault and that Rosendale's Were NOT Responsible:

"You were mistaken]/ sent the incprmctCertificate of Exemption from Withholding and
during our processing, the Maryland resident exemption was incorrectly attributed to

your Certificate without your knowledge." (Helena IR. 04/25/2018}

[See Letter On Next Page.]

The title company, The Atlantic Title Group, provided the Rosendales a letter
Monday that was shared with Lee Newspapers saying the error was their fault
because they mistakenly sent Rosendale the wrong form and the Rosendales
did not check any boxes relating to residency. The letter acknowledges the
Rosendales were residents of Montana at the time of the sale. (Helena IR. 04/25/2018)

• Because of a mistake made by a title company, two forms were submitted in 2015
on behalf of Montana state Auditor Matt Rosendale calling Rosendale a resident of
Maryland when he was actually a resident of Montana. (Helena IR. 04/25/2018}

• In 2015, Rosendale and his wife, Jean, sold a roughly 25-acre property in Maryland
for $750,000. When the deed was recorded, it included two forms ... signed by
Rosendale and later filled in by the title company to indicate Rosendale was a
resident of the state of Maryland, according Rosendale's accountant and a letter
from the title company. (Helena IR. 04/25/2018)

• Rosendale did not make any other marks on the form except his signature, McCarthy
said. The title company later wrongly checked the box saving Rosendale was
entitled to an exemption to the withholding of Maryland income taxes on sales or
transfers of property by nonresidents because he was a Maryland resident, McCarthy
Said. [Helena IR. 04/25/2018)

(Cont. on next page)



Tun ATLANTIC TITLE GROUP

605 Baltimore Annapolis Blvd. Suite 2
SeveninP.irk.MD 21146

410-431-7117 (p)/410-431-7119(f)

April 23,20IS

Matthew Rosend,ile. and Jean Rosend-ile.
1954 Highway 16
Gle»dive.MT 59330

Re,- MD Withholding Form

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Roseadale:

Per your request I.llave reviewed your closing and recordaiion documents related \o the sale of the
real property at 233 Dcvers Branch Road, Ccntreville, MD 21617. It appears thai you were mistakenly sent
the. Incorrect Certificate of Exemption from Withholding and during our processing; the Maryland resident
exemption was Incorrectly attributed to your Certificalc without your knowledge. Said document was
subsequently recorded with the Deed. Tills document is used when a seller is a resident of Maryland or
fulfills other statutory requirements. Unfortunately, this was not the case under your closing since 3*011 both
were in fact residents of the. State, of Montana.



a^THEGOBERGROUP
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CHRIS K.GOBER
THE GOBER GROUP PLLC

PO BOX 341016
AUSTIN, TX 78734

512.354.1783
CG@GOBERGROUP.COM

May 22, 2018

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL

Tamy Wagner
General Manager
KECI
340 W. Main Street
MissoulaMT, 59802
twagner@keci.com

Re: Cease and Desist False Advertisement Regarding Matt Rosendale.

Dear Ms. Wagner:

Our firm represents Matt Rosendale for Montana, the principal campaign committee
of Matt Rosendale, candidate for the United States Senate from Montana. It has come to our
attention that Principles First PAC has purchased air time on your network to run a
negative advertisement titled "Wrong for Montana" targeting Matt Rosendale ["the
Advertisement"]. The Advertisement blatantly misrepresents Mr. Rosendale's residency.

We respectfully demand that your network refuse to air the Advertisement and that
no similar airings of this misleading content be allowed on your network. Only your refusal
to further disseminate this deliberately misleading and false Advertisement will satisfy
your network's obligation to prevent the distribution of deceptive content to your
audience. Any continued delivery of this content will make your network an active
participant in distributing material misrepresentations of fact when our voters are owed
true, honest, and fair information about their candidates.

The Advertisement claims that Mr. Rosendale signed legal documents affirming that
he is a resident of Maryland. This is not the case. In fact, per the attached letter from the
Atlantic Title Group, it is clear that they mistakenly sent Mr. Rosendale the wrong form and

T 202.417.3529 & ©GoberGroup

F 877.437.5755 ® GoberGroup.com



the Rosendales did not check any boxes relating to residency. The letter further
acknowledges the Rosendales were indeed residents of Montana at the time of the sale of
land in question. In addition; it was the title company not the Rosendales, who later wrongly
checked the residency box. Thus, Mr. Rosendale never affirmed that he was a resident of
Maryland, and to suggest otherwise is false and misleading.

This attack by Principles First PAC does not constitute a "candidate use," Under
Columbia Broadcasting Sys., Inc. v. Democratic Nat'l Comm., 412 U.S. 94 [1973), and Nat'l
Conservative Political Action Comm,, 89 FCC 2d 626 [1982], your station is not obligated to
air any third-party advertisements, such as those aired by Principles First PAC. Simply put,
Principles First PAC does not have a guaranteed right of access to air the Advertisements on
your network, and your network is not protected from legal liability for airing the
Advertisement

Broadcast licensees have a legal responsibility to review and to eliminate any
false, misleading, or deceptive materials contained in advertising. We urge you to
recognize Principles First PAC's blatant disregard for the facts and respectfully demand
that your network refuse to air this false Advertisement. We further request that you reject
any attempts by Principles First PAC to purchase time for the future airing of this
Advertisement because of its material misstaternents of fact and blatant disregard for the
truth.

Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter. Please contact rne at your earliest
convenience to advise on your network's actions regarding the airing of this Advertisement.

Sincerely,

Chris K. Gober
Counsel to Matt Rosendale for Montana
The Gober Group
P.O. Box 341016
Austin, TX 78734
512.354.1783
cg@gobergroup.com

T 202.4173529

F 877.437.5755

@GoberGroup

GoberGroup.com



THE ATLANTIC TITLE G R O U P

605 Baltimore Annapolis Blvd, Suite 2
Severna Park, MD 21146

410-431-7117 (p) 7410-431-7119 (f)

April 23,2018

Matthew Rosendale and Jean Rosendale
1954 Highway 16
Glendive, MT 59330

Re: MD Withholding Form

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Rosendale:

Per your request I have reviewed your closing and recordation documents related to the sale of the
real property at 233 Devers Branch Road, Centreville, MD 21617. It appears that you were mistakenly sent
the incorrect Certificate of Exemption from Withholding and during our processing; the Maryland resident
exemption was incorrectly attributed to your Certificate without your knowledge. Said document was
subsequently recorded with the Deed. This document is used when a seller is a resident of Maryland or
fulfills other statutory requirements. Unfortunately, this was not the case under your closing since you both
were in fact residents of the State of Montana.

However, I have surmised that there were no issues with the recording as presented to the
Courthouse. This document Is used in conjunction with other tax calculations to determine if a seller owes a
withholding tax to the State of Maryland. In your case, there ultimately was no profit from the sale,
rendering the aforementioned affidavit moot. As there were no additional taxes owed to the State of
Maryland, there was no need for a different withholding form.

We could go through a process to re-record and correct the minor error. However, this would only
serve to unnecessarily confuse the chain of title. It is my opinion that there were no consequences to the
execution/ recordation of this document and I recommend no further action on the matter. You and your
wife were, of course, not residents of Maryland and we should not have sent you this document for
execution. It was an error on our part and we apologize.

Sincerely,

James Yoke, Esq.
The Atlantic Title Group
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Letter to the editor icon2

Rosendale's residency



If Fm talking to someone'who says they've been a real estate developer for over two
decades^ I would expect'that person to be. capable of understanding, real estate-
paperwork. So I'm not letting Matt Ros'endal& off the hook when he claims he signed

two standalone documents, under penalty of perjury, that he was a resident of Maryland

"by mistake-." And. neither .should my fellow Montana voters.

In 2015, Matt Rosendale was serving in our esteemed legislature and was preparing for

his run to "be Montana's next state auditor. Now Montanans, know that in 2015,
Rosendale was also signing legal documents to secure a tax break on the sale of his
property that'is only available to Maryland residents.

It's pretty simple.



You don't have to be a wealthy real e.state developer to "Understand that when, yo.u sign a
legal document under penalty of perjury, you're agreeing to what the document says.
And 'Rosendaie very clearly signed, in tw-o separate places, that he was a resident of
Maryland 'and qualified for a tax exemption, on his property sale.

Either Rosendaie was lying to Montanans about his residency while he was serving in
our state-legislature', or Rosendaie perjured himself and lied on a legal document to
secure a tax break. Either option proves that Rosendaie doesn't have the integrity or

honesty tp be a United States senator.

— Rannery Coats, £ol'e'bridge



http://helenair.com/news/government-and-poiitics/title-company-error-leads-to-incorrect-form-for-

rosendale/article_dc7ece75-32aa-5.98e-99a9-32cdlea6dcd7.htm!
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Title company error leads to incorrect form for
Rosendale
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Because .of a mistake made by a title company, two forms were submitted in 2015 on
behalf of Montana state Auditor Matt Rosendale calling Rosendaie a resident of
Maryland, when he was actually a resident of Montana.

In 2015, Rosendale and his wife, Jean, sold a roughly 25-acre property in Maryland for
$750,000. When the deed was recorded, it included two forms — the property was sold
in two pieces — signed by Rosendale and later filled in by the title company to indicate
Rosendale was a resident of the state of Maryland, according Rosendale's accountant
and a letter from the title company.

Below the box ultimately checked, the form says that, under penalty of perjury, the signer
has examined the declaration made on the form and to the best of their knowledge it is
true.

The form was signed by Rosendale, who was a real estate developer in Maryland before
moving to Montana in 2002, as part of a packet, of forms sent by a title company,
Rosendale's accountant Thomas McCarthy said Wednesday.

Rosendale signed his name on a line flagged with a sticky note by the title company as
part of a. large packet of documents to sign, McCarthy said.

Rosendale did not make any other marks on the form except his signature, McCarthy

said. The title company later wrongly checked the box saying Rosendale was entitled to

an exemption to the withholding of Maryland income taxes on sales or transfers of
property by nonresidents' because he was a Maryland resident, McCarthy said.



The title company. The Atlantic Title Group, provided the Rosendaies a letter Monday
that was shared with Lee Newspapers saying the error was their fault because they
mistakenly sent Rosendale the wrong form and the Rosendaies did not check, any boxes
relating to residency. The letter acknowledges the Rosendaies were residents of Montana

at the time of the sale,

"It appears that you were mistakenly sent the incorrect Certificate of Exemption from

Withholding and during our processing, the Maryland resident exemption was

incorrectly attributed to your Certificate without your knowledge/3 the letter reads.

The incorrect form was submitted with, the deed, but the title company did not
recommend submitting the correct withholding form to "correct the minor error."

Maryland has state tax withholding laws for .nonresidents who sell property in the state,

but it offers six exemptions.

The 'title company mistakenly sent the Rosendaies the incorrect certificate for
withholding that is meant for those who meet some statutory residency requirements.

McCarthy said Wednesday the Rosendaies were still eligible for a full withholding
exemption because they sold the property at a loss, which is another one of the six

exemptions.

Rosendale's.federal taxes for 2015, which were reviewed in part by Lee Newspapers,
show that he sold the property at a $57,444, loss. It was purchased in 1996.



McCarthy said Wednesday lie prepared a nonresident Maryland income tax form, for the
Rosendales in 2015 to properly document the sale. A copy of the form was supplied to
Lee Newspapers. McCarthy also said the Roseridal.es have filed income taxes as
Montana residents every year since 2003, and filed for a partial year in 2002 when the
family moved to GIendive.

"This is a paperwork error by the title company," said Rosendale's .communications
director, Shane Scanlon, "They admit the sent the- wrong form and that Matt and Jean

were not the ones who improperly checked the residence box."

Montana, residency has become an Issue in the four-way GOP primary for the U.S.
Senate nomination.

Rosendale moved from Maryland to Montana about 15 years ago and Democrats have
pushed to label him "Maryland Matt." Fellow GDP candidate Troy Downing, a Big Sky

businessman, came to Montana-from California more recently and faces charges that he
illegally bought Montana resident hunting-and-fishing licenses when he was a non-

resident. — charges he disputes. Former Billings judge Russ Fagg and state legislator Al
OlszewsM, the other candidates, were born in Montana and tout their roots.

MORE INFORMATION

Tester tops Senate money race,; Downing- hits $1 million mark by donating to himself



As federal deficit and.debtpr.ojected to rise, Senate GOP primary candidates pitch their fixes

GOP Senate .candidates- discuss how to manage legal,, illegal.immigration and DRE$Mers

Her'els1 how Montana's Republican candidates for Senate say they would fix the health care system

Trump's tariffs* -talk of trade war could put GQP midterm candidates in tightspot

As U.S. Senate primary nears, GOP candidates seek to separate selves from pack

L6.ok.Mai No driven The future, of construction work may be robotic

Gazette, KTVQ. file to intervene in Billings, cops' case to protect identities

Helena students invite all 1 ̂ congressional candidates to Friday forum on gun violence

GOP .Senate candidates; seek balance in natural resource policies

Holly Michels
State Bureau reporterforThe Independent Record.
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There's nothing quite Like the spectacle of a self-proclaimed "small government conservative" using
the resources and time of his state job to campaign for another job. In the past few months, we've

seen Corey Stapleton do an excellent job of perversely using state resources to hurt his own chances
for re-election and lately, it's been State Auditor Matt Rosendale, who is literally campaigning around
the state on your dime.

Over the next few weeks, Rosendale has scheduled 14 stops in Montana towns for what he calls his
"Invest in Montana tour," an opportunity for Mr. Rosendale to use funds from his office to meet with

potential voters while pretending to do the functions of his job. The events, which are billed an
opportunity to have a roundtable discussion with the Commissioner sound lovely, with free hors-

d'oeuvres provided at the Kalispell and MissouEa events, as well as lunch at the others.



In addition to endlessly promoting these events on the Auditor's web page and Facebook page,
Rosendale and his staff have been paying for sponsored posts on Facebook to get the word out. The
events—and the ads-are such transparent efforts to build Rosendale's chances to win the primary
that the former chairman of the Montana GOP, Will Descharnps responded to two event listings on
Facebook, saying:

You know these meetings wilt continue till the Primary Election, don'tyou? it's alt politics,
always has been, always will be.

And

I suspect these ads will disparate somewhere around or after primary day.

For once, Deschamps is right There is nothing happening at these events that couldn't more
productively be accomplished by having the Auditor's staff provide more useful information online
for all Montanans to access, but that wouldn't give Rosendale the opportunity to meet with locals
and impress them with his Southern charm or failing that, amuse them with his pronunciation of
words like "Bozeman" and "Montana."

What makes Rosendale's decision to use state resources and time to campaign and even more
egregious offense is that he's not even doing the basic functions of his job as State Auditor. In March,
he skipped out on the Land Board meeting because he was at a campaign event in Lewistown. I n
February, he voted to delay a vote on an easement, threatening future public access to land, claiming
that he didn't have time to read through the proposal, despite having time to endlessly campaign and
despite having a dedicated staffer whose job it is to review these matters for him.

In a rare moment of candor, Rosendale told the crowd at the Bozeman Republican Senate debate that
"it doesn't really matter who holds the auditor's office," perhaps an acknowledgement of what
everyone seems to know about Mr. Rosendale: he ran for State Auditor not because he has an interest
in the job, nor even perhaps to promote his agenda, of destroying healthcare access, but because he
is desperate to get back to D.C. and would climb into any office to do it

Matt Rosendale certainly has every right to lose another race for Congress, but he doesn't have the
right to use state time and resources for that campaign. Perhaps some of us should sign up for the
events and let him know that After all, we're already paying for them anyway.

Don Pogreba

Don Pogreba is an eighteen-year teacher of English, former debate coach, and
loyal, if often sad, fan of the San Diego Padres and Portland Timbers. He spends



His work has appeared in Politico and Rewire.

In the past few years, travel has beeome a priority, whether it's a road trip to
some little town in Montana or a museum of culture in Isafjordur, Iceland;

/* ]]> */



NOW INTO THIS EUPHEMISTIC WOODED FOREST

Is Defining Montana's Senate Race
ByJlM NEWELL
APRIL 20, 2018 • 4:17 PM
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Man Rosenrfale

PliotQ illustration by Slate. Phoio

In 2013, when Monrana State Sen. Matt Rosendale was running in the Republican primary for thestare's at-large
House seat, he released a campaign ad in which he shot what was, in his words, a "government drone" with a rifle.
The stunt earned him a slew of national media attention, as ads with gun stunts typically do. But for those of us
with an appreciation for mid-Atlantic accents, shooting, the "government drone" wasn't the story. It was the way
that he said "drone," or his own last name, with an elaborate "EH-o" sound for the long "o". The pronunciation was
unmistakably Maryland, as if a pit beef restaurant manager from Dundalkhad kidnapped the actual guy who was
running for Congress in Montana and taken his place. What was the most Maryland-sounding person alive doing
here, running for Congress in Big Sky country?



Rosendale left his native Maryland, where he was a real estate developer, in 2002, but he took the accent with
him. Since losing that 2014 congressional primary w Ryan Zinke, who is now Secretary of the Interior, Rosendale
has served as Montana's Senate majority leader and, currently serves as its state auditor.

ADVEKTISEMEHT

He is also the favorite in this year's Republican primary for the US/Senate, a high-stakes race to take on
incumbent DemocraticSen. Jon Tester in November. He haj^the endorsements of conservative Sens. Rand Paul,
Mike Lee, and Ted Cruz, as well as conservative organizations like the Club for Growth and Freedomworks.
Breitbartjoyes him, and the limited polling suggests he's comfortably ahead of his three primary opponents.

But Rosendale's YouTube offerings this time around appearto be much different.The "government drone" ad
from five years ago has been pulled—don't worry, you can still watch it here—and most of the videos on his page
n o wsta_n d g u t fo r their lack of a certain, central element to most introductory campaign ads: the candidate's voice.

Here is his first ad from last year, for example, in which we hear that "Matt Rosendale means business" not from
Rosendale himself, but from a gruff third-party narrator.

You would think that living in a state for 16 years would be enough to shake off attacks of opportunism or
carpetbagging. But his accent won't allow him to. His opponents in both the primary and the general are using the
accentto"otherize" Rosendale.

"At a candidate forum Wednesday in Missoula, Mont.," The Washington Postreporrs/'former Billings judge Russ
Fagg laid into the most well-funded candidate in the race, state Auditor Mate Rosendale, calling him a Maryland
transplant who came to the state only to run for office."

Now, "former Billings fudge Russ Fagg" may not be able to topple Rosendale in the primary, but he does bless the
attacks that the state Democratic Party is already using against the man they've dubbed "Maryland Matt." The
Montana Democratic Party has made a web video of Maryland Matt, replete with crab imagery. Within it is
footage from an old pro-Zinke ad, which shows an animated crab shuffling across a map from Maryland to
Montana.

"Maryland values aren't Montana values," it reads.

As a native Marylander, I agree. Maryland values are far more wholesome. It is a shame that some in this country
see "Maryland Matt" as an epithet, when any "Matt" out thereshould feel honored to earn such a sobriquet. If
Rosendale wants to be the next Monrana senator, he shouldn't hide from his beautiful voice. He should seek to
settle Montana as a colony of Maryland, much as Cecil Ca I vert settled Maryland as a colonial refuge for Catholics.
You can't hide who you are. Run with it

One more thing

You depend on Slate for sharp, distinctive coverage of the latest developments in politics and culture. Now we need to askforyour
support.

Our work is more urgent than ever and is reaching more readers—but online advertising revenues don't fully cover our costs, and we don't
have print subscribers to help keep us afloat. So we need your help. If you thinkSlate's work matters, become a Slate Plus member. You'll
get exclusive members-only content and a suite of great benefits—and you'll help secure Slate's future.
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UPDATE: Matt Rosendale Owes an
Explanation for Why He Wrongly Signed
For a Tax Credit Under Penalty of
Perjury
© April 26, 2018 3:50 pm & Don Pogreba & 3 win Read
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Can the Republicans not find candidates from Montana at all?

We [earn tonight that State Auditor and Republican Senate candidate Matt Rosendale affirmed, under
penalty of perjury, that he was a Maryland resident in a 2015 Maryland tax filing. While the candidate

running on his business acumen as a real estate developer likely didn't shortchange the people of
Maryland their due taxes because he managed to take $58,000 loss on the property when he sold it,

Rosendale did sign and submit the document affirming his residency status in Maryland.

It's pretty clear what's happened here. Someone inside the Rosendale campaign was likely vetting his
documents and decided to get a letter from an accountant taking blame before turning the story over

to the press to minimize the damage done. What's confusing, though, is that the story seems to



suggest two different excuses: one, that the accountant's checked the Maryland residency box after
Rosendale signed and the other that the Rosendales were initially sent the wrong form.
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Republican rivals.

That being said, there are three points that seem awfully important for Rosendale to answer:

1. Shouldn't he, as a real estate developer, have known the details about a real estate deal?

2. Given that the only reason someone would sign this document was to claim a tax break, why did
he do it?

3. Shouldn't the people of Montana be able to expect that a Senator or State auditor would be
careful about reading and signing a document before committing perjury?

Even if a title company wants to take the blame for this mess, Rosendsle is the one who signed the
document and Rosendale is the one who is responsible.

And it's hard not to be reminded of the 2017 special election while reading the story. Readers of this
blog might recall the Lee Newspapers savaging Democratic candidate Rob Quist over a poorly-
sourced, poorly-written tax story that amounted to nothing more than a partisan hit piece while they
ignored the fact that Greg Gianforte underpaid his taxes on a prime Bozeman lotforyears, depriving
the county of funds for schools and other essentials. The choice to h igh l igh t the former and ignore
the latter almost certainly helped propel Greg Gianforte to victory in the special election and it would
seem the press held these stories to similar standards forsourc ing and research.

For some reason, this latest story only cites Rosendale people, which offers up the next reminder
about 20i7's race. Quoted in the piece is Rosendale communications director Shane Scanlon, who
called the snafu "a paperwork error by the title company." That certainly be true, but it is diff icult to
understand why a reporter would take Scanlon at his word, given his lies to press last spring after
Greg Gianforte assaulted Ben Jacobs. Despite the statement of the victim, police statements by
witnesses, and the ultimate confession under oath by Greg Gianforte that he had done It, Shane
Scanlon lied to the people of Montana—and the press—just months ago, blaming Ben Jacobs, the
victim of an assault, for his own attack.

It's not easy to understand why someone so willing to lie to the press in May of 2017 gets to be a
credible source of information in April 2018.

Let's hope there's more digging into Rosendale's tax records. And maybe a higher standard for those
who get to comment on them.
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Sky Debate.

His work has appeared in politico -and Rewire.

In the past few years, travel has become a priority, whether it's a road trip to

some little town in Montana ora museum of culture in IsafjorSur, Iceland.
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What is it with Montana GOP candidates and an inability
to be residents of our great state? Has the party gone so
far to the right that actual Montanan Republicans look at
running for office and say, "thanks, but no thanks."

First Troy Downing illegally grabbe.d a resident hunting
license (allegedly) and now GOP frontrunner, drone
shooter, and Maryland accent haver, Matt Rosendale is
caught with his pants down claiminga tax break in
Maryland.

The Helena IR reported yesterday that Rosendale signed
a form in 2015 certifying that he was a Maryland resident
in order to get a tax break. The whole story is worth a
read; but the key points are that Rosendale could be
looking at a perjury charge due to his error. According to
the story:

Below the box ultimately checked, the form says that
under penalty of perjury, the signer has examined
the declaration made on the form and to the best of
their knowledge it is true.

The form was signed by Rosendale, who was a real
estate developer in Maryland before moving to
Montana in 2002, as part of a packet of forms sent.by
a title company, Rosendale's accountant Thomas
McCarthy said Wednesday.

Later in the story, Rosendale gets a title company, The
Atlantic Title Group, to take the fall for him. Their Yelp
reviews will likely take a hit.

A seasoned real estate developer like Rosendale surely
knows what land of forms need to be filled out for a real
estate sale. And any person who's ran for public office as
much as Rosendale knows not to just sign forms with the
words "perjury" on them willy-nilly. It seems Rosendale
did it anyway.
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That leaves us with two options:

1. Matt Rosendale is lying.
2. Matt Rosendale is so dense he doesn't understand

what forms he signs.

That's about it.

We've all had fun poking fun at Rosendale's accent, joking
about his affinity for shooting drones out of the sky, and
laughed as he has staff roll around in mud in his Carhartt
jacket so he can look like a "rancher" in TV ads, but this
legal document and die attempted cover up by him brings
a new spin to the residency issue.

Did Rosendale work with this title company back in his
old development days? Did Rosendale and his crew work
with this Maryland based title company to cover up
Rosendale's perjury?

Or

Does Rosendale just literally sign documents, under the
penalty of perjury, without thinking twice?

Either way, not a good look for Rosendale.
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Rosendale is either incompetent or out for himself

Thomas Blake May3,2018

Matt Rosendale was still claiming that he was a resident of Maryland at a time that he was a
sitting state senator in Montana. The suspicion that he only moved to Montana to climb the
political ladder has thus been validated. Rosendale doesn't care about Montana or Montana
values; he only cares about his career, his fortune, and himself.

In February 2015, Matt Rosendale sold some of his Maryland property and signed two legal
documents—under penalty of perjury—affirming that he was a Maryland resident. He received
a Maryland resident tax exemption for it. At the same time, Rosendale was serving in the
Montana state. Legislature. The Montana Legislature was then in session, with Rosendale
casting votes to shape Montana's future within mere days of his signature of documents stating
that he lived in Maryland.

This begs the question: Did Rosendale mislead Montanans? Alternatively, did he lie about still
living in Maryland so he could receive an unlawful tax break1 in the real estate sale? Either
option is evidence that Rosendale is out for himself and lacks the judgment, ethical standards,
and love for Montana to be senator; or, perhaps more alarmingly, is simply incompetent.

Thomas Blake

Bozeman
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nvest in Montana
"The purpose of our Invest in Montana tour is to create a dialogue with business leaders, economic development

organizations, business incubators, and community leaders to promote investment in Montana and support

businesses as they start up and/or grow their existing operations. We have talented people, great businesses,

and an unparalleled entrepreneurial spirit in Montana. By raising capital, Montanans can leverage those assets

to start new businesses, expand existing ones, and create more good-paying jobs in every community under the

Big Sky." -Commissioner Matt Rosendale



Capital Formation
Raising capital to start or grow your business is an important step toward the success of your company.

When you raise money from friends, family members or other individuals to finance an enterprise, you

may be "offering or selling a security'', an action governed by Montana Securities law. These laws require

certain disclosure to investors, and may require filing with the Montana Securities Department at the

Office of the Montana State Auditor,

Since securities laws can be complicated, you should consult with a knowledgeable securities

professional, an attorney or the staff of the Securities Department when planning a securities offering In

Montana. Our staff is available to assist small businesses with questions and also conduct presentations.

It does not represent legal or financial advice. Please visit our Capital Formation page to learn more.

Resources

Capital Formation

Capital Formations 101 Brochure

Events

PowerPoint Presentation

Small Business Administration Montana

Be upjto speed on_FaceboQk

Follow along on Twitter

Matt Rosendale's Invest in Montana Tour
Commissioner Matt Rosendale and securities staff from the Office of the Montana State Auditor are

traveling throughout the Treasure State in 2018 to open a dialogue with business and community

leaders and educate Montanans on capital formation.

Invest in Montana presentations and roundtable events will focus on the basics of capital formation,

sources of capital, types of securities, how to properly offer and sell securities under Montana law,

investor disclosure requirements, exemptions to registering securities, crowdfunding, and other

items. Representatives from the U.S. Small Business Administration are also presenting at each event on

programs and resources available through their office to help Montana's small businesses.

Please visit our Events page for details on an Invest in Montana event near you.
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Invest in Montana - Helena

by Montana Commissioner of Securities and Insurance

Free

invest in Montana - Helena
Tue, April 10, 2018,11:30 AM - 1:00 PM MDT

Sales Ended

DETAILS

DATE AND TIME

Tue, April 10, 2018
11:30 AM-1:00 PM MDT
Add to Calendar

LOCATION

Green Meadow Country Club
2720 Country Club Avenue
Helena, MT 59602
View Map



Securities Commissioner Matt Rosendale a.,nd staff from the Office of tta.e
Montana State Auditor will be hosting a presentation and roundtable discussion
in Helena on April 10th as part of the Commissioner's "Invest in Montana" tour.

Invest in Montana is Commissioner Rosendaie's statewide initiative to promote
capital formation and businesses investment in accordance with Montana's
securities laws. The purpose is to create a dialogue with business leaders,

economic development organizations, business incubators, and community
leaders to promote investment in Montana and support businesses as they start
up and/or grow their existing operations.

When: Tuesday, April 10, 2018 ll:30am-l:00pm

Where: Green Meadow Country Club

Food: Lunch will be provided.
Tftere is no cost to attend and this event is open to the public, but seating is

limited*

This event will include brief presentations from the Commissioner of Securities
and Insurance (CSI) staff and representatives from First Security Bank. CSI will
educate attendees on capital formation through equity and debt offerings, and
exemptions to securities registration.

The goal of the Invest in Montana tour is to help foster a multi-faceted approach
for entrepreneurs to seek and obtain investment capital to start or grow their
business and improve Montana's economy.
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